
     

WHITEvoid operates at the horizon where art, design and technology meet. 

Our Berlin based multidisciplinary design studio is comprised of specialists in 

interaction, media and product design, architecture, mechanical and electronic 

engineering. Our installations and products are created for events, museums, trade 

fairs, festivals, concerts and clubs. Our house brand KINETIC LIGHTS is the leading 

specialist in kinetic lighting. Our products and designs have gained worldwide 

recognition and received several awards. 

 

 

 

* accounts receivable and accounts payable 

* assistance with the monthly and annual financial closings  

* accounting for partly international customers  

* travel and expense accounting 

* payment transactions 

* dunning process 

* maintenance and archiving of master data 

* preparation of turnover tax advance returns, summary return (ZM) and various 

statistics including preparatory work and checks 

* development opportunities in other areas of accounting  

 

 

 

Financial Accountant (m/f/d) 
fulltime 

YOUR TASKS: 



  
 

*  a successfully completed apprenticeship in commerce or accounting 

*  relevant professional experience in accounting  

*  strong knowledge of accounting (knowledge of cost center accounting and tax 

issues beneficial) 

*  safe handling of an ERP system 

*  MS Office (especially Excel) 

*  exceptional numerical understanding 

*  structured work and self-initiative  

*  high degree of conscientiousness and reliability 

*  interest in other areas such as HR, law and organizational structure beneficial  

*  very good German AND English language skills 

 

YOU BRING: 

WE OFFER: 
 

We look forward to receiving your application including CV, motivation letter and 
salary expectations by e-mail. 

HOW TO APPLY: 

CONTACT: jobs@whitevoid.com  

      

 

Information on our products and services:  

 

www.whitevoid.com  

www.kinetic-lights.com 

 

* a challenging position 

*  high level of self-management and organizational flexibility  

*  extraordinary and challenging international projects in the field of art, architecture, 

show and event 

*  highly motivated international team  

*  employee profit sharing 

*  Wild Card 

*  modern studio next to the Spree 

*  Team events, BBQ, fruits, delicious coffee and fun at the pinball machine 
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